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81. INTRODUCTION 
A COMPACT polyhedron X is said to be q-collapsible (q 2 0) if X x I“ is PL collapsible. 
In 1964, E. C. Zeeman conjectured[lS] that every compact, contractible 2-dimensional 
polyhedron is l-collapsible. He pointed out that this implies the 3-dimensional Poincart 
conjecture. In the ensuing years, Zeeman’s conjecture has been verified only in relatively few 
cases[6], [9], [ll], [12], and then only with great effort. But, despite the outraged incredulity ([8], 
[9]) of experts in the field, no example has been found of a contractible polyhedron X” (n 2 0) 
which is not l-collapsible. One result of this paper (Corollary 2) is that the existence of a suitable 
polyhedron X2 which is not 3-collapsible would imply that the 3-dimensional Poincare conjecture 
is false. 
In studying Zeeman’s conjecture, Dierker made the elegant observationE41 that, if the 
compact, contractible polyhedron X” expands to a collapsible polyhedron in q elementary PL 
expansions, then X” is q-collapsible. Such an expansion to a collapsible polyhedron is always 
possible, by Theorems S and 21 of [14], but (as is demonstrated in the Appendix) the number of 
elementary expansions necessary can be arbitrarily large, even when n = 2. This fact and 
previous work on stable collapsibility [ 131 had made it appear that the minimum dimensions q 
such that X’ is q-collapsible might also be arbitrarily large. Another result of this paper 
(Corollary 4) is that, in fact, if X” is a compact, contractible polyhedron then X” is 6-collapsible 
if n = 2 and is 2n collapsible if n 2 3. 
I am grateful to George Cooke for several enlightening conversations and for providing the 
general stimulus without which the work described here might not have been done. I also thank 
Bob Connelly and Bill Beckmann for the pleasant conversation whose result is described in the 
Appendix. Added in proof: Results similar to some of those presented here have been 
independently obtained by Dallas Webster (unpublished). 
$2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this section we state the main theorem and derive some of its consequences. We shall work 
in the category of compact polyhedra and PL maps, using standard terminology and background 
material. (See [lo] or 173). The symbol 0 indicates the end of a proof or the omission of an easy 
proof. 
Definition. X is a spine of the PL manifold M if MLX. . 
Notation. If Y is a polyhedron then c(Y) denotes the cone on Y, with cone point c. 
THEOREM. If X and Y are spines of the PL manifold M then, up to PL homeomorphism, 
X x c(aM)L Y. 
If 8M is a (q - I)-sphere (i.e. dM = al”) the conclusion of the Theorem is that X x 1’ L Y. 
Specializing further, we apply the Theorem when M is a q-ball and Y is a point: 
COROLLARY 1. The spine of a q-ball is q-collapsible. I3 
A direct application of Corollary 1 gives the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. If there exists a compact, contractible polyhedron X which is not 3-collapsible 
but which PL embeds in some 3-manifold M3 then the regular neighborhood of Xin M3 is a fake 
3-celI. 0 
COROLLARY 3. If rhe 4-dimensional Poincarc! conjecture is true then every compact, contractible 
‘-dimensional polyhedron X2 is S-collapsible. 
Proof. Embed X’ in R5 and let N be its regular neighborhood. N is contractible since N LX’. 
Thus 3N has the homology of S4, by Lefschetz duality. But, since the codimension of X’ in N 
is 3, a well-known general position argument implies that r,(aN) 2 7rlN = 0. Hence aN is a 
homotopy sphere and our hypothesis implies that aN = al’. Therefore the s-dimensional 
Poincare conjecture[lO; p. 1091 implies that N 2 I’. By Corollary 1, X’is then 5-collapsible. 0 
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COROLLARY 4. Every compact, contractible 2-dimensional polyhedron is 6-collapsible. Every 
compact, contractible n-dimensional polyhedron is 2n -collapsible, if II z 3. 
Proof. The proof is identical with that of Corollary 3. [.5] is a nice reference for the fact that 
every compact, contractible n-complex (n 2 3) embeds in R’“. 0 
COROLLARY 5. If X and Y are simple-homotopy equivalent polyhedra and if d = max {dim X, 
dim Y} then XX I’\ Y if d = 2, and X x 12dc2\ Y if d > 2. 
Remarks. (1) If X and Y are contractible then the numbers 7,2d + 2 may be replaced by 6, Id. 
This follows from the Theorem, since both X and Y are spines of I6 or Izd. For contractible 
spaces with d > 2 this result is best possible, as is illustrated by the example where X is a point 
and Y is a d-dimensional complex which does not embed in R2d-‘. 
(2) In the case d = 1, an unpublished argument of George Cooke (using induction on the rank 
of P,(X)) proves that X x IL Y. 
Proof of Corollary 5. Embed Y in R4 where q = max {6, 2d + I}. Let N = N(Y) be the 
regular neighborhood of Y in R4 and let f: X + Y C N(Y) be a simple-homotopy 
equivalence. Let g :X + Int N(Y) be an embedding homotopic to f. Then N(Y) is also a regular 
neighborhood of g(X) since, if N&X) is a regular neighborhood of g(X) in Int N(Y), the 
cobordism N(Y)- Int N(gX) is an s-cobordism. (One uses excision and Lefschetz duality to 
check the homology, general position to get isomorphisms on rl, and The Excision Lemma for 
Whitehead torsion[3; 20.31 to show that r( W, JN(gX)) = 0.) Hence, by the s-cobordism theorem, 
this is a collar: so N(Y)\ N(gX)Lg(X). Thus (identifying X with g(X)) we see that X is a spine 
of N(Y). 
From the Theorem we now have that X x c(JN)\ Y. But dN < 1’ for some sufficiently large 
cube 1’ <R4. Conewise collapsing yields c(I’)Lc(aN). Now we use the fact that, if A LB then 
XX A LX x B. (This follows by an easy induction from (8.3) of [2].) Thus X x 1’” = 
Xx c(Z’)\X x c(aN)\ Y. q 
U. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
PI. mapping cylinders are well defined via simplicial mapping cylinders, by (9.5) of [I]. Thus 
we may state the 
LEMMA. Suppose f : X -+ Y is a PL map. Let Mf be the PL mapping cylinder and let CX be the 
cone on X. Then, up to PL homeomorphism, cX x Y LM,. 
Proof. Let rr: X x Y + Y be the standard projection. We claim that cX x Y = M,,. (In the 
topological category this is obvious. In the PL category a careful proof must be given, since the 
PL mapping cylinder is less tractable). To prove this, triangulate X and Y and give XX Y the 
product cell structure. If u and T are simplexes of X and Y respectively, then nla X 7 : (T x T + T 
has collapsible point inverses. So, by (7.1) and (7.5) of [I], M+,,is a PL ball with u x T as a face 
and with boundary equal to (a x T) U M,,jd(oxrj U T. On the other hand ccr X T is a ball of the 
same dimension with boundary equal to (U X T) U (cc X 3~ U c(&J) X T). Thus one easily 
checks that M,, and cX x Y support isomorphic ball complexes via the isomorphism (u x T) c* 
(uXT), M ,,oxr~~u x T, T c* c x T. From this a PL homeomorphism I 
(M,,XxY,Y)+(cXxY,XxY,cxY) 
may be constructed, proving the claim. 
Since f is PL, the graph off is a subpolyhedron of X X Y. Subdivide X X Y and Y so that the 
graph of f-denoted T(f)-is a subcomplex and so that r: XX Y + Y is simplicial. Then 
CX x Y = M,, LM,,r(,, = M,. 
The last isomorphism holds because there is a commutative PL diagram 
and PL mapping cylinders are well-defined up to PL homeomorphism. 0 
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Proof of the Theorem. Let X and Y be spines of M. We may assume that X C Int(M). 
(Otherwise add a collar to M.) By classical regular neighborhood theory M is homeomorphic, rel 
X, to a second derived neighborhood of X in M. But second derived neighborhoods are PL 
mapping cylinders, by (9.7) of [I]. Thus there is a PL map f: aM --f X such that M, = M. Thus by 
the Lemma. we have 
Xxc(aM)=c(aM)xX\M,=M\Y.O 
64. APPENDIX: THE UNBOUNDEDNESS OF DIERKER’S INVARIANT 
The following proposition is joint work with W. Beckmann and R. Connelly. 
PROPOSITION. For each integer n 2 1 there is a compact, contractible 2-dimensional polyhedron 
X. such that X,, cannot expand to a collapsible polyhedron in fewer than n elementary PL 
expansions 
Proof. Let D be the polyhedron underlying a contractible 2-complex without free faces, (e.g. 
the dunce hat) and let X, be the wedge product of n copies of D with wedge point *. Let P(n) be 
the assertion that this particular X, satisfies the condition of the proposition. Clearly P(1) is true 
since XI = D cannot be collapsible. We proceed inductively, assuming that P(j) is true for all 
j <n, where n > 1. 
Let 4 be the least integer such that X, expands to a collapsible polyhedron in q elementary 
PL expansions. Thus we have 
X, = Au,=‘A,f . . . PA, = collapsible polyhedron 
Assume that * separates A,. Then A, = B v C where B and C are collapsible. If X, C I3 then 
the expansions involved in building C would be unnecessary and we would not have an 
expansion of minima1 length. Hence we may write X,, = Xi v X,-i with Xi C B, X,-i CC and 
0 < i < n. Clearly the expansion X, f A, can be broken up into X, fB and X.-i PC. Hence, 
since P(i) and P(n - i) are true, q 2 i + (n - i) = n. 
Assume that * does not separate A,, i.e. that A, -{*} has one component. Suppose that 
Ai - {*} has k components and Ai+, -{*} has fewer components. The elementary expansion 
Ai pAi+, is achieved by attaching a ball along an embedded face. The wedge point must separate 
this face, since the ball connects components not previously connected. Thus the face is 
l-dimensional and has * as an interior point. 
Hence this is an expansion by adding a 2-ball along a face. Moreover this ball cannot connect 
more than 2 components of Ai - {*} since the attaching face is an embedded arc and hence cannot 
cross through the wedge point more than once. Thus Ai+, has exactly k - 1 components. From 
this it follows that at least (n - 1) distinct 2-dimensional expansions are necessary to reach the 
polyhedron A,, since A, - {*} has 1 component and A0 - {*} has n components. But, since X. is 
2-dimensional without free faces, it cannot become collapsible by merely performing expansions 
of dimension less than 3. (Those faces would never be freed.) Hence there must be at least one 
3-dimensional expansion in the sequence, along with the n - 1 2-dimensional expansions. This 
proves P(n). Cl 
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